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What is a Saint? A Saint is a 
student of North Georgia College. 
What is North Georgia College? In 
a nutshell, NGC is different. It is 
unlike any other college that exists 
today, or yesterday. NGC is a 
place where 1600 young men and 
women have come together in a 
close, personal association that 
makes our campus a beautiful 
friendly place. NGC is, in the very 
essence of the phrase, an inspiring 
experience. It is a truly alive and 
thriving community of learning. 
The atmosphere is one of family 
warmth and closeness. NGC is 
unique because of the military and 
coeducational nature, NGC is un- 
like any other college in the United 
States. There are students here 
from all walks of life. One thing for 
sure, most of us are serious about 
getting an education. Oh, we have 
our share of dropouts and flunk- 
outs, our funseekers and play- 
boys, our Greeks and GDIs, our 
commuters and noncommuters, 
and our slick sleeves and Cadet 
Officers. The diversity in the stu- 
dent body is stimulating. We are 




North Georgia College is unique 
and inspiring. This is very evident 
every day at 5:00 pm when the 
flag of our country is lowered from 
its staff and that everything stops 
. . . and all the students and all the 
guests and visitors who are caught 
up in this inspiring happening, turn 
to face the flag and stand in quiet 
respect as retreat is sounded and 
as the report of the retreat cannon 
echoes off the distant hills. After 
this experience, we are all bound 
to each other with that special 
feeling that we share something 
that is unique and different. It is 
almost overwhelming. 
North Georgia College students 
1 
1/Students changing classes after the clanging of 
the bell ... 2/The Confederates are looking sharp 
as the Gold Rush crowd looks on . . . 3/“Oh Boy: 
Frogweek is really exciting.” ... 4/ Thank God it’s 
Friday . . . 5/“I didn’t do it. It was someone else in 
the band.” . . . 6/Colombo: Another one down the 
wall . . . 7/Playing hard, to get the job done . . . 
8/Alpha-seven-niner enemy eliminated, over . . . 
9/Charlie vs. Echo in the Battle of the Pigskin . . . 
10/A panoramic view of Donovan Dorm, where the 
ladies can be found ... 11 /Our local semi-famous 
artist, Mr. Crannell, showing off his style . . . 
2 
work hard and play hard. Whether 
it is drilling every day, climbing 
mountains, enjoying sports, or just 
sitting around with the crowd, 
there is always something to do. 
Even though we are individuals, 
we share some of the same exper- 
iences . . . Roommates. Room- 
mates are a fact of college life, and 
sharing space with them can be a 
severe test of patience, tact, and 
ingenuity. Doesn’t it always seem 
that they want to listen to the ste- 
reo when you want to study or 
sleep? How about having Oscar 
Madison for a Roomie? But then 
there are the good times . par- 
tying at Beauregards . . . sharing 
secrets in the middle of the night 
. . . taking turns cleaning up the 
room. Then there are those spe- 
cial times when no one will listen 
and they are there to help. They 
never let you walk alone. Tests. 
A test is a recall of knowledge that 
should have been remembered 






chances for a test will be greatly 
increased on a Friday or Monday, 
on your birthday, or on the day 
after you have a fight with your 
best friend. Here is a little word 
about cheating — Don’t. Wash- 
ing Clothes. Doing the laundry 
can be about as exciting as having 
room restriction during Gold Rush. 
It never fails, you get down to 
your last pair of underwear and all 
the washers are full for the next 
four days. It is really terrible when 
you have to break into your in- 
spection drawer to get a clean 
pair. Leaving Home. Breaking 
3 
1 /A warm fall afternoon, a nice day for a football game 
. . . 2/Checking out the scene and taking it easy before 
a soccer game . . . 3/Teachers and students enjoy a 
lazy afternoon . . . 4/A busy sidewalk as students head 
to the canteen or head to class . . . 5/Way on top of 
Colombo tower stands the proud and few . . . 6/Shar- 
ing an afternoon with a few friends ... 7/Munching out 
on a candied apple at Gold Rush . . . 8/At one of the 
boothes they were painting faces, this is Strawberry 
Shortcake . . . 9/Watchout buddy that is PDOA . . 
10/Practicing fieldgoals that could lead to a win . . 
11/One of our lovely student nurses, probably on her 
way to Parker’s class . . . 12/Freshmen getting ready 
to join in the wheelbarrow races at freshmen field day 
4 
away can really be tough on the 
“leaver” and the “left”. Becoming 
an independent individual and fi- 
nally being responsible for all your 
actions is not like it is in the mov- 
ies. For the first few weeks we 
hear from our parents once a 
week (at least). We hear questions 
like . . . Are you eating right? . . . 
Are you wearing your long under- 
wear? . . . Where were you last 





Everything we learn at NGC will 
not be learned in a classroom. 
Many experiences, good and bad, 
will enhance our personalities and 
help us to grow. Things that can’t 
be learned in a book will help pre- 
pare us for the future. Weapons 
cleaning is a monthly duty to each 
member of the corps with a rifle. 
Channel 11-TV visited our cam- 
pus to film ROTC demonstrations 
by Colombo and the Aggressors. 
They were researching a feature 
story on the theme “Resurgence 
of ROTC on college campuses.” 
Our segment lasted two or three 
1 /Weapons cleaning at the armory . . . 2/Keeping 
busy on a Tuesday afternoon . . . 3/Joe Army 
playing hide-n-seek in the woods . . 4/Pointing out 
the place of action to the Channel 11-TV camera- 
man ... 5/A long way down as Colombo gets 
ready for their demonstration . . . 6/During the 
Aggressors demonstration they kill Russians and 
practice Army tactics . . . 7/The ransom note to 
the fraternities from the mafia (Phi Mu) . . . 
8/Ricky’s life is at stake as two mean, gun-toting 
women hold their weapons on him . . . 9/Some 
lucky person will get mail . . . 10/Taking time to 
straighten the shelves in the bookstore . . . 
11/Hard at work — “Cash or charge” . . . 12/Eat- 
ing breakfast in the canteen . . 
6 
5 
minutes. For a while we had po- 
tential celebrities in our presence. 
Then there was the day that Phi 
Mu kidnapped all the fraternity 
presidents. The ransom was gifts 
or money. It was their project for 
Christmas Charity. NGC employs 
students for jobs on campus. Stu* 
dent employees are seen in the 
bookstore and postoffice. Many 
students are also employed by the 
chowhall. 
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More Than Just 
A Sometimes Thing 
1 
1 /The Avenger — one of the popular video games 
in the Student Center . . . 2/Dean Hyams leads his 
troop through the woods during an orientation for 
INTRO leaders . . . 3/A warm smile and a short 
rest on the trail . . . 4/A member of Scabbard and 
Blade dressed in all his finery . . . 5/Once again we 
are off down the trail — “Where are we going? . . . 
6/Giving instructions and demonstrations during 
frogweek . . . 7/Training for the PT test is a rigor- 
ous workout on a hot day . . . 8/“Ladies and gen- 
tlemen, the Dixie Babes” . . . 9/Playing games be- 
tween classes to break up a monotonous day . . . 
10/Waiting in ar.ibush for the enemy . . . 11/Frog- 
week instructors wade in the creek at Pine Valley 
12/Practice pays off for the Blue Ridge Rifles 
at Mardi Gras. They took first place in every event. 
The “in” thing in the student 
center this year has been the vid- 
eo games. There has been many 
a “last quarter” spent in one of 
the various machines. It is not un- 
common to hear “Let’s play Pac 
Man one more time.” As freshmen 
we are warmly introduced to NGC 
through a well organized and dy- 
namic INTRO session. When ar- 
riving on campus the military par- 
ticipants get a full and detailed in- 
troduction to NGC — military 
style. The dreaded “frogweek” 
is mandatory for all freshmen en- 
tering the military program. Prac- 
8 
tice, Practice, and more Prac- 
tice! It really pays off for the 
groups that participate in “meets” 
that represents North Georgia Col- 




Gold Rush is . . . the turning of 
the leaves . . . getting lost in the 
crowd. . . . eating homemade ice- 
cream . . . Guy Sharpe . . . coun- 
try bands and bluegrass music . . . 
the parade . . . getting locked in 
jail . . . the young and the old . . . 
being with friends and family . . . 
cars on the drillfield . . . arts and 
crafts . . . traffic jams . . . dancers 
and singers . . . contests . . . Red 
Dog Saloon . . . panning for gold 
. . . airbrush t-shirts . . . surprises 
and laughter . . . booths for char- 
ity ... raffles . . . doughnut sales 
. . . food . . . funnel cakes . . . 
1 /The NGC colorguard leads the Gold Rush parade 
... 2/A colorful booth displaying Homemade 
wares . . . 3/A coolbreeze spector . . . 4/A cute 
couple sightseeing on the square . . . 5/Phi Mu 
selling their homemade wares for Project hope . . . 
6/Enjoying homemade icecream . . . 7/The chef 
with a little different style . . . 8/The crowd was 
everywhere and stretched from one end of town to 
the other ... 9/All it costs is a quarter, who says 
justice doesn’t pay? 10/Ride’m cowboy. Look at 
that style and grace . . . 11/*'You’ve got to be 
kidding? Forty-seven cokes to go” ... 12/Gold 
Rush is being with friends . . . 
Jaycees . . . gunfights . . . seeing 
old friends . . . clean up . . . the 
majestic beauty of the Blue Ridge 
Mountains . . . entertainment . . 
history of Dahlonega . fashion 
shows . . . colorful ... a busy 
weekend . . fun . . . fun . . . fun! 
The Good 
Old Days 
We have all had similar exper- 
iences during our stay at NGC. 
You know you’re really at NGC 
when . . . you own a shirt with an 
alligator on it . . . you have to yell 
“showers” when you flush the toi- 
let .. . Your textbooks don’t have 
pictures . . . You get used to 
standing in line . . . You have 500 
pages of economics to read and 
memorize the night before a 
“Fearce Pearce test . . . The din- 
ing hall “mystery meat” isn’t a 
mystery anymore . . . Your latest 
letter to your parents includes the 
words “send money” . . . Your 
1/Another lawbreaker gets his justice . . . 2/The 
Corps of Cadets participated in the Gold Rush pa- 
rade .. . 3/Guilty. They should never let such a 
woman walk the streets . . 4/The SAP club sells 
original air-brush t-shirts painted by Meegan . . . 
5/A closeup of the Confederates ... 6/A traffic 
jam in Dahlonega — You better believe it ... 
7/Friends . . . 8/Cadet Officers . . . 9/He looks 
like he belongs in Red Dog Saloon . . . 10/The 
town drunk . . . 11/An inspiring look at Price Me- 
morial . . . 12/Smokey the Bear waves goodbye to 
Gold Rush 1981 . . . 2 
12 
highschool sweetheart tells you 
“he wants to meet other people” 
... You discover why you should 
have learned to type . . . You’re 
still in bed and Price pulls an area 
... You have fire drills at mid- 
night . . . You learn what an air- 
bourne ranger is . . . You learn the 
significance of five stars . . . You 
spend a beautiful spring day typ- 
ing copy for the Cyclops ... You 
have leftover pizza for breakfast 
. . . You are a sweetheart for 90 
or so guys . . . You play spades in 
the canteen . . . You go to parties 
in your boxer shorts .. . You go to 
parties in your bedsheet ... You 
go to an Airband concert . . . You 
live in your uniform from 6 to 6 
. . . Your basketball team is pure 
hell . . . 
Looking Back 
At 1981 
The wedding of the year: Prince 
Charles and Lady Diana . . . After 
444 days the hostages were freed 
. . . 43 quintillion possibilities of 
the Rubik’s cube . . . Assasins at- 
tempts on Ronald Reagan and 
Pope John Paul II were unsuccess- 
ful, Anwar Sadat was not so lucky 
. . . The Mediterranean fruit fly 
found a new home in California 
. . . Air-traffic controllers took the 
gamble, the President won . . . 
Ketchup is a lunchroom vegetable 
. . . Americans 2, Libyans 0 . . . 
Jellybeans . . . Walter Cronkite 
signs off ... ‘Superbrat’ John 
McEnroe . . . Liz Taylor divorces 
— again . . . Polands’ freedom is 
taken away . . . Wayne Williams 
and the murdered children of At- 
1 /Hall Columbia! 2/Catherine Hepburn and 3/Henry Ford in the movie of the year — “On Golden 
Pond” 4/Mick Jagger and the Rolling Stones on Tour 5/The wedding of the year: Prince Charles 
and Lady Diana do it in style 6/Sandra Day O’Connor, the first lady on the Supreme Court 7/Air- 
Traffic Controllers strike 8/The Guardian Angels on patrol in subways across the United States, 
making the dark places safer. 
14 
lanta . . . Deaths: Natalie Wood, 
Bill Haley, Joe Louis, Omar Brad- 
ley, William Holden . . . Movies: 
On Golden Pond, Taps, Ordinary 
People, Raiders of the Lost Ark, 
Sharky’s Machine, Reds, Dragon 
Slayer, Rollover, Ragtime, Ab- 
sence of Malice . . . Sandra Day 
O’Connor adds a ladies touch to 
the Supreme Court . . . Guardian 
Angels work in a special kind of 
hell . . . Atari or Intellivision . . . 
Magnum P.I. ... 60 minutes . . . 
Hail Colombia . . . Songs: Bette 
Davis Eyes, Endless Love, Super- 
freak ... I Love Rock and Roll, 
Theme song from Arthur, Physical 
. . . Concerts: Rolling Stones, 
ACDC, Willie Nelson, Police, The 
Gogos, Oak Ridge Boys, Neil Dia- 
mond, Journey, The Commodores 
. . . Yul Bryner in The King and I 
. . . San Francisco 49ers — Su- 
perbowl Champs . . . Baseball 
Strike . . . And Pac Man — just 
one more time . . . 
1 
1/The Reagans moved into their new house on 
Pennsylvania Avenue 2/The hostages came home 
after being held hostage for 444 days 3/The little 
fruit fly that cost fruit growers to lose millions of 
dollars 4/The mind-boggling cube that stumped 
people all over the world 5/The world said good- 
bye to Anwar Sadat after they were stunned over 
his awesome death 6/“Superbrat’ John McEnroe 
was fined for his poor sportsmanship at Wimbleton 
> 
16 
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1 /Parents-Alumni Weekend . . . 2/Our talented Playmakers 3/1 love 
















FEMALES . . . “showers” 
. . . sharing rooms . . . 
sleeping with the light on 
. . . phone calls at 3:00 am 
. . . room restriction . . . 
curfew ... no date on 
Saturday night . . . pig-out 
... all the washers are full 
. . . “please return the 
vaccum cleaner to B-wing” 
. . . $60 phone bill . . . 
He’s going to Germany . . . 
“There will be a man on 
second floor Lewis” . . . 
watching MASH gripe 
sessions . . . Resident 
Assistant . . . fire drills at 
12:01 .24 hour quiet 
RWAB . hall parties 
open dorm . . 
1/Sunbathing is a favorite 
pasttime during Spring quar- 
ter ... 2/Another rainy day 



























MALES . . . Gaillard and Sirmons 
. . . shower parties . . . 
inspections . . Aiborne showers 
. . . raiding the sandwich machine 
. . playing ping-pong . . . blaring 
stereos . . quarters . . . dogs on 
the hall . . . duty sgt. on a 
weekend . . company meetings 
. . . Price pulls an area . . . 
BINGO . . . demerits . . cut 
show . . . retaliation . . . GI party 
. . . white collar . . . latrine duty 
. . . shaving . . . NCO meetings 
. . . sleep-ins . . . 
1/ Why do you have to roll your 
































Our new dining facility finally 
opened this year. There had been 
promises of a grand opening for 
over a year and it FINALLY 
HAPPENED. It was almost a shock 
to the senses. The freshmen just 
don’t know what they missed. In the 
old chow hall, the only choice you 
had was if you were going to eat. 
Our new chowhall, properly known 
as the dining facility, has many 
conveniences. At least we do have a 
choice of meals, salads, desserts and 
beverage. A modern and social 
atmosphere makes meal-time 
something to look forward to. We 
all agree that the dining facility is 
convenient and gives you limited 
freedom of choice but it really only 
means more rules and you have to 
survive the “HOOCH” 
1/Round tables add to the sociable at- 
mosphere . . 2/Friends sharing a late 
dinner 3/A choice of beverages 
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1 /Freshmen experience their first meal at NGC 














































































1982 HOMECOMING QUEEN 
MISS BETH BRADEN 
ESCORTED BY: 




1981 HOMECOMING QUEEN 
MISS JANE ALLEN 
escorted by: 


















MISS ALISON WEST - Sr. Rep. 
MISS CINDY GRINDLE - Sr. Rep. 
32 
MISS GAYE BARR - Jr. Rep. MISS MARY LYNN WARE - Soph. Rep. 































MISS NORTH GEORGIA COLLEGE 
JOHANNAH CULP 






























1/Mr. Sam Dunaway from Atlanta was the host for the 
14th annual Miss North Georgia College Pageant. Mr. 
Dunaway had been a performer from the Six Flags show 
at the Crystal Pistol. He entertained the audience with 
an old Barry Manilow song “I Write the Songs.” 
The theme for the pageant was “Celebration” and the 
contestants wore yellow, blue and red. There were 
nineteen contestants: 
NORA JEAN SEABOLT 
SHARON WHELCHEL 
MICHELLE LEIGH SMITH 
TRACY KRISTEN TATE 
LEAH ANNE STEWART 
LISA JEAN RAY 
TONYA ANNE PAYNE 
TAMARA LEE BURGESS 
TRACY ROCHELL RIDEN 
TAMARA LOUISE EUGEA 
ANN JEANETTE TOWNSEND 
SUSAN TRACI PORTER CHANNELL 
CAROL VIOLA BOHN 
ALLISON ELIZABETH MAYFIELD 
STACEY LEE MALCOM 
JOHANNAH CULP 
TRACI ANN HAMOY 
DONNA ANN GLOVER 
JULIE ELIZABETH MITCHELL 
The ladies were judged on the areas 
of bathing suit, talent and evening 
gown. The music for the entire show 
was provided by Desmond Booth and 
Tommy Thomas. Additional 
entertainment was provided by our 








































A time for honors to be awarded, old 
friends to come together and to see North 
Georgia College at its best. 
The weekend starts Friday night with the 
honors banquet. Students who have been 
elected to join Phi Kappa Phi and the out- 
standing student award and the distin- 
guished professor award are honored at this 
time. 
Then early Saturday morning the Corps 
of Cadets have their annual field day. The 
field events include a M-14 relay, 2/a pup 
tent relay, a litter relay, a tug-of-war and a 
PT test. The Military department also has 
demonstrations from the Aggressors and 
Colombo. 3/There is also a formal retreat 
ceremony on the Drill Field. 
We also have many alumni visiting the 
college to see how we have grown and 
changed but still kept the traditions. This 
year they got to eat in our new dining facility 
for the first time. 4/There were reunions for 
the classes ’32, ’52 and ’62. 
Saturday night was topped off by the Mili- 
tary Ball. The band was Eli and for once 
everyone didn’t leave after the first song. 
Also the Seniors were recognized in the Sen- 
ior Arch. 
Sunday there was an Awards Review on 
the Drill Field with Brigadier General Joseph 


























1/Members from the class of 1952: Bill Brookshire, Harold Jones, Marvin Doster, 
and Don Trelkeld ask their classmates “Why aren’t you here?" ... 2/Entertain- 


















































CADETS RECEIVING AWARDS 
Stephen J. Townsend 
David M. Robinson 
Brian H. Thames 
Ricky B. Hobgood 
Joshua E. Epps 
William W. Greer 
Michael F. Hobby 
Dane S. Kaley 
Michael E. Gavel 
Kerry B. Marsh 
Larry J Payne 
John W. Leyting 
Mark A. Richardson 
Jeffrey M. Cleghorn 
Donald L. Tracy 
Richard C. Barr Jr. 
William J. Moore 
Dexter R. Whitlock 
Donald L. Hackle 
William F. Bither 
Sandra D. White 
Harden P. Hopper III 
James M. Bowers Jr. 
Fred W. Long 
John T. Powell Jr. 
Gary T. Elzey 
Kevin E. Griffith 
Mark A. Shepherd 
William E. Garner 
Scott D. Fabozzi 
Elbert L. Johnson 
Donald F. Grace 
Timothy K. Spann 
Reed S. Horton 
Douglas W. Dunklin 
Shawn A. Welch 
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1/Scabbard and Blade lead the Retreat ceremony on the Drill Field . . 



































WANDA LYNN BARNETT 
Wanda’s hometown is Nicholson, Georgia. 
Her major is Political Science. In the future, 
she plans to attend law school and follow a 
career in politics. Her extra-curricular 
activities include College Union President, 
Student Government Representative, and a 
member of the Pi Sigma Alpha Honor 
Society. Her hobbies include reading, cross 
stitch and talking. 
SHARON MARIE FREVERT 
Sharon’s hometown is Douglasville, Georgia. 
Her major is Early Childhood Education. Her 
future plans are to teach in Douglas County 
for a few years while she works on her 
Masters of Education. Sharon was President 
of ACEI. Her other interests include tennis, 
sewing, needlework, reading and camping. 
RICKY BRYAN HOBGOOD 
Ricky’s hometown is Smyrna. Georgia. His 
major is Psychology. There is a possibility pf 
the Military as a career or law enforcement. 
Ricky was a representative of .SGA and a 
member of Scabbard and Blade. His hobbies 








DEBORAH CLARE HUDSON 
DENISE MARIE KRAFT 
Denise is from West Palm Beach Florida. 
Her major is Craft Design. Her plans for the 
future include designing and weaving fiber 
art pieces for Interior Designers and to own 
and operate the family businesses — Forrest 
Hills Mnt. Resorts, Georgia Mnt. Tours and 
Kraft’s Kountry Kitchen. Her extra-curricular 
activities include head umpire of baseball, 
Art Guild, church-related events, tennis and 
Spanish-related events. She is interested in 
all art related areas with major emphasis on 
weaving and spinning. 
JAMES E. MAHER, III 
James’s hometown is Palms, California. His 
major is Chemistry. He plans to go into 
medicine. He was the President of the S.A.P. 
club. His hobbies include canoeing, hiking 
and karate. His other honors include Phi 
Kappa Phi, Psi Chi, Alpha Lambda, and a 
recepient of the National Science Foundation 






















SANDRA RENEE McCLURE 
Sandy’s hometown is Roswell, Georgia. Her 
major is Early Childhood Education. Sandy 
plans to teach and work towards her Masters 
in Education. Her activities in school included 
Vice-president of Kappa Delta Sorority. Pi 
Kappa Phi Little Sister, Resident Assistant, 
and Vice-president of ACEI. Other outside 
activities include 1st Battalion Staff 
sweetheart, and senior representative on the 
homecoming court. 
FRED ALLEN MOORE 
Fred is from Thomaston, Georgia. His major 
is Biology. His future plans include attending 
dental school and being commissioned into 
the U.S. Army. His outside activities include 
membership in BSU and Westminister 
fellowship. His hobbies include camping, 
hiking, canoing and biking. 
L. JEFFREY PAYNE 
Jeff is from Gainesville, Georgia. His major is 
Biology. He hopes to go to medical school 
and open a private practice. His extra- 
curricular activities were SGA President, 
Sigma Nu Fraternity Alumni contact, NCO 
club, Alpha Lambda, Leadership Council, 
and College Council. His interest include 
tennis, politics, travelling, and meeting 
people. Jeff was also awarded the Alumni 
Association Outstanding Student Award. 
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DAVID MARSHALL ROBINSON 
David’s hometown is Stone Mountain, 
Georgia. His major is Business. His plans for 
the future are to become a Lieutant in the 
Marine Corps. His extra-curricular activities 
include membership in Scabbard and Blade, 
Sigma Nu Fraternity and Chairman of the 
Honor Council. His hobbies are hiking, 
camping, softball and golf. David was 
married to Miss Deborah Mock on May 29, 
1982. 
LAURA CAROL ROGERS 
Laura’s hometown is Gainesville, Georgia. 
Her major is Management/Marketing. Her 
plans for the future are not definite but she 
would like to work in management for a 
bank. Her activities include working on the 
yearbook (Editor 79-80), President of ASPA, 
Phi Mu Sorority, Panhellinic Delegate, 
Intercollegiate softball and intramural sports. 
Laura has also been the Head Resident at 
Sanford Hall. 
JAMISON J. SATTERFIELD 
Jamie’s hometown is Dahlonega, Georgia. 
His major is Chemistry. He hopes to attend 
the Medical College of Georgia. His 
extracurricular activities include Rush 
Chairman for Sigma Nu Fraternity, 
Representative at Large for College Union 
Board, and an Intro Leader. His hobbies are 
hang gliding, farming, motorcross and 
basketball. Jamie was also a full time 























WENDY RENEE SMITH 
Wendy’s hometown is Tucker, Georgia. Her 
major is Biology. She will attend the Medical 
College of Georgia in the Fall. Her outside 
activities include Freshman SGA 
representative, Sophomore and Senior 
Representatives, and Comptroller of SGA. 
She was also a Resident Assistant. 
CYNTHIA KAY SPEAS 
Cindy’s hometown is Gainesville, Georgia. 
Her major is Chemistry (pre-med). Her plans 
for the future are to attend medical school 
and pursue a career in medicine. Her extra- 
curricular activities include Foreign Language 
Club, Intro Leader, Kappa Delta Sorority, 
Sigma Chi Little Sister, employee of LCH 
and aerobic dancing. Her interests are cross- 
stitching, photography, hiking, cooking 
deserts, water and snow sking, sun-bathing, 
and white water canoeing. 
JEAN LORRAINE SULLIVAN 
Jean’s hometown is Demorest, Georgia. Her 
major is Mathematics. She has been offered 
a graduate assistantship at Clemson 
University. Her extra-curricular activities 
include Alpha Lambda, Phi Kappa Phi, 
Mathematics Association of America, 
American Math Society, recipient of 
Carpenter Award for Calculus, and recipient 
of the Clark Medal in Mathematics. Her 
hobbies are swimming, tennis, water skiing, 
and reading. Jean was also a Math lab tutor 
and assistant. 
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KIMBERLY KAY THOMAS 
Kim’s hometown is Epworth, Georgia. Her major 
is Chemistry. She plans to attend the Medical 
College of Georgia this Fall. While she was at 
Young Harris her activities included Phi Theta 
Kappa, and Sigma Delta Chi. At NGC she was a 
member of Phi Kappa Phi. Her hobbies are fishing 
and reading. She also plays the alto sax. 
STEPHEN J. TOWNSEND 
Steve’s hometown is Griffin, Georgia. His major is 
Psychology. He plans to be an officer in the U.S. 
Army. His activities include membership in Order of 
Colombo Mountain Platoon and Scabbard and Blade. 
His interests include running, climbing, rapelling and 
hiking. 
ALISON GAY WEST 
Alison’s hometown is Dunwoody, Georgia. 
Her major is Nursing. She plans to complete 
a Master’s degree in Psychiatric Nursing and 
Counseling. Her extra-curricular activities 
include Kappa Delta, Intro Leader and 
Donovan Dorm Officer. Her hobbies are 
cross-stitch and other needle crafts, snow 
skiing and photography. 
SARAH LEE TRUELOVE 
Sarah’s hometown is Gainesville, 
Georgia. Her major is Mathematics. 
After graduation she plans on entering 
the computer science field. Her extra- 
curricular activities include Alpha 
Lambda, Phi Kappa Phi, B.S.U. and 
intramurals. Her interests are running 

































Jeff Payne was the first recipient of 
the Professor Paul M. Hutcherson Outstanding 
Student Award. Jeff is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Larry J. Payne from Gainesville, 
Georgia. He is a pre-med major. Future 
plans include Medical School and a pri* 
vate practice someday. “Although he dis- 
likes the ‘apathetic attitude’ students 
sometimes display, Jeff feels that his fa- 
vorite part about North Georgia is ‘the 
























Military Ball . . . Sigma Nu Welcome 
Back Party . . . Homecoming Dance 
. . . Registration Dance . . . Sweetheart 
Belli . . . Toga Party ... BSU Square 
Dance . . . White Christmas Dance . . . 
Pool Party . . . 
Lot’s of music, refreshments, and 
jumping around. Have you ever just 
stood around and watched people 
dance? Think about it now and laugh. 
CHRISTMAS TREE 
LIGHTING 
This evening was shared by 
many students. It was a special 
moment to come together with 
lighted candles and sing 
carrols. The tree was lighted 
and stayed on day and night 
until Christmas break. Many 
cold nights, friends and 
sweethearts shared memories 


























Bill Clary visited us at North Georgia College and 
kept everyone amused and astonished. He used 
illusions mixed with jokes, music, mime and 
hypnotism to keep us all entertained. He also held 
a lecture discussing hypnosis as a way to modify 
behaviors and control bad habits. You may not 




































“Anybody wanna party?” The legion was 
packed to the rafters. It is not exactly 
known how many tickets were sold, but if 
you were there you know how crowded it 
was. Sigma Omega provided the music 
and the building rocked. LeAnne won the 
wet toga contest. I wonder if she 
remembers now? There were a few 
problems after this party. I think everyone 
who was there will agree that there will 



















A chance to buy a slave-for- 
the day. Wouldn’t it be great 
to buy a slave and have them 
shine your boots, carry your 
books, wash your car and 
wear silly clothes? Start saving 
your money and pick a Sigma 
Nu slave. If you do not have 
enough money to buy one for 
yourself, talk a friend (or 
friends) into sharing one with 
you. If you plan it right, it 
could be a great investment. 
And even if you can’t afford 
to buy a slave it is well worth 




1/Take your pick — preppy, UGA style or in boxers ... 2/Jeff Payne — 
usually a very quiet, shy, distinguished individual . . . 3/Would you want this 
man to be the father of your children? . .. 4/Freddy long ... 5/Some people 





















This was the first annual Airband Contest. 
The auditorium was packed. The atmosphere 
was wild. Girls were screaming, guys were 
clapping, everyone was generally having a 
good time. It was a real nice piece of 
entertainment. Mike and Goober were the 
honorable MCs. I don’t know which was 
worst their outfits or their jokes. It all came 
down to the battle of the bands. A close 













DON JUAN IN HELL 
This was a first for NGC. The NGC Faculty 
Players gave a reading of B. Shaw’s Don 
Juan In Hell. The play performed by Guy 




















THE SCHEME OF THE DRIFTLESS 
SHIFTER 
A mixed-up Melodrama by Carolyn Lane 
Director: Rob Floyd 
Asst. Director: Pam Littleton 
Stage Manager: Julie Vandegrift 
Gladys — Jeannine Blake 
Pompington — Andy Phillips 
Marigold — Margaret Derum 
Petunia — Nancy Wells 
Rover — Nancy Harrison 
Rex Holmes — Karl Blaschke 
Victor Strongheart — Greg Smith 
Piano Player — Russ Windham 
Director of the Play — Dave Ellington 
Scrubwoman — Mina O’Brien 
Stage Manager — Tonya Hicks 
Man behind Lady in the Hat Clay Bridges 
Lady in the Hat — Tonya Childers 
Usher -I Lawrence Blocker 
Prompter of the Play — Eddie Short 








READY WHEN YOU ARE, C.B.! 
A thrilling comedy performed in two acts, 
written by Susan Slade. 
Felicia 5 Laura Weirauch 
Fran — Mary Lynn Ware 
Sadie j^Mrs. Marolyn Blansche 
Jonas — Marco Ricciardi 
Anne — Margaret Derum 

























1/A Controversial Situation ... 2/Practice makes perfect . . . 3/Blocker 
referees for girls intramurals . . . 4/Accepting a well deserved award . 
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CHEERLEADERS 
Emily George, Cheryl Johnston, Staci Hartline, Stephanie Finch, Marylou Kirkland, 
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1/Phi Mu kidnaps Fraternity Presidents . . . 2/Helpers at a reception . . . 
3/Pi Kapp Brothers during frogweek . . . 4/Sigma Omega . . . 5/Sig Ep 
Brother Brian Thames . .. 
1st row: Chuck Bennett, Russ Butler, David Dolph, Barry Noll, Timmy Spann, Ben Lane, Rusty Morris, 
Rodney Jackson, Chris Christopher, Curry Roberts; 2nd row: Tom Duggan, Scott Fabozzi, Will Garner, 
Jack Conley, Roy Fishel, Lee Hackle, Kerry Marsh, Chris Ledford, Jeff Moore, Thad McWhorter, John 
Wilson, Ed Kirby; 3rd row: Tommy Thomas, Bill Stathakis, Tim Polzin, Ron Ledford, John Jones 
Red Dog Saloon . Donkey 
Basketball Canteen 
Syndrome . Let’s go low 
Founder’s Day . . Rabun-By- 
God-County Rodaddy Bites 
The Dust Party at the Trailer. 
Mixing Misery and Gin 
Bad-Brothers??? Baa Baa 
Black Sheep Gator . Toga 
Party Flash us once Roy and 
Geek Mazola Mary 
SuperBowl Sunday — Go 69ers 
Where’s Uncle Eddie’s 
Geritol Rose Ball ’82 
Slam-Slam-Slam . Rose Queen 
Gaye Barr Fred loves Wilma 
Did Stat ever kiss her? . 
T. Graduates . She’s so cold 




























1st row: Steve Pilcher, Reed Horton, Mike Miller, Clay Bridges, George Forbes, Bob Lott 
2nd row: David Champion, Don MacDougal, Jim Pavlosky, David Ziff, Harlen Davis 





Sigma Phi Epsilon Golden Hearts 
Bobbie Perry, Diane Wallace, Carol Kohlmeyer, Lynn Landrum, Sarah Kolberg, Mary Lou Kirkland, 
Cheryl Johnston, Beth Howard, Laura Payne, Not Pictured: Mayre Van Valkenbergh, Mary Lynn Ware 

1st row: Richard Ross, Jamie Satterfield, Fred Long, Cecil Miller (Commander), Alan Jensen, John Powell, 
Chip Frierson 2nd row: Terry Payne, Rob Fishback, David Robinson, Sam Beasley, Randy Neal, Terry 
Williams, Alan Templeton, Scott Christie, Sam Godwin, Ms. Marion Dykes, Bob Parris, Dwight Anderson, 
Doug Carey 3rd row: Chad Burton, Steve Alligood, Barry Hendricks, Greg Mann, Austin Sapp, Greg Bunn, 
Scott Amerson, Aaron Biesbrock, Keith Lang, David Thompson, John Westmoreland 4th row: Craig 
Charles, Tracy Sayers, Bob Babich, Dan Carey, Billy Shaw, Mike Stieb, Tracy Wyatt, Jay Hargis, Don 
Pruitt Not Pictured: Jeff Payne, Andy Oliver 
In 1869, Sigma Nu Fraternity was 
founded by three cadets at Virginia 
Military Institute. James Frank 
Hopkins, Greenfield Quarles and 
James Mcllvavine Riley formed this 
new brotherhood in opposition to 
hazing from upperclassmen to the 
freshmen at VMI. 
Kappa Chapter of Sigma Nu 
Fraternity was founded at NGC in 
1881. During the Depression, the 
College became a two year school 
and the national charter of Sigma 
Nu was removed. A local fraternity, 
REX, was formed until Kappa 
Chapter’s charter was reinstated in 
1972 when NGC returned to a four 
year college. 
The Brothers of Sigma Nu 
Fraternity enjoy community service 
projects and charity fundraisers as 
well as social activities. Not only 
have the Brothers developed lasting 
friendships through fellowship and 
unity, but have also earned the 
reputation of being a well respected 
and hard working fraternity. 
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Back row: Susie Crawford, Verna Crawford, Lynn Mull, Gayle Bryant, Laine Haley, Teresa Welborn, 
Harriet Williams, Teresa Clay, Cecie Newsome, Susan Roebuck; Front Row: Donna Jarrett, Mary Ann 
Menser, Tami Reece, Patty Bavis, Karen Quick, Diane Beckford, Karen Sudweeks, Tammy Eugea, Laura 
Daniel, Marcia Gaalswijk; Not Pictured: Rhonda Amburn, Margaret Ford, Debbie Ginn, Debbie Hudson, 
Cindi Imes, Kay Jones, Mechelle Majors, Louise Oliver, Fran Powell, Julie Vandergrift 
Delta Gamma Chi . . soaring to the stars 
through our sisterhood. This year has marked our 
first of existence on the NGC campus, and it is a 
year of which we are very proud. We have at- 
tained unity through our activities ranging from 
rushes to Founder’s Week to retreats to working 
for philanthropic causes. Our achievements have 
been many and varied. Delta Gamma Chi has ex- 
perienced an enriched growth both spiritually and 
socially. Our year has been augmented by the 
advent of the initiation of new sisters. We shall 
continue to strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield 
as we move along the path of sisterhood with 




1st row: Judy Anderson, Stephanie Finch, Debbie Clements, Natalie Kerns, Beth Howard, Libbet Boyd, 
Margaret Thomas; 2nd row: Tamara Whitmire, Donna Holcomb, Kim Parsons, Jan Cook, Brenda Wright, 
Julie Baxter, Eleanor Johnson, Jo Culp, Donna Martin, Lynne Bowman, Julie Bagley, Renee Carney; 3rd 
row: Janet Brown, Sandra Stiles, Laura Rogers, Sharon Zelesky, Jayne Coulson, Nora Seabolt, Gaye 
Morris; Not Pictured: Donna Feigenblatt, Jill King, Kathy Sampson, Wendy Whitworth, Anita Hairs, Leslie 
Hyde, Jo Beth James, Lisa Price, Cindy Zeigler, Beth Braden, Donna Jackson, Karen Frandsen, Sheryl 
Cato, Lydia Hawkins, Carolyn Hulsey, Fonda Martin, Beth Smith, Mary Lynn Ware, Sharon Frady, Beth 
Marsh, Susan Marsh, Susan Rohrabaugh, Lynne Vergaser, Devon Lee 
With the 10th anniversary of the Kappa Upsi- 
lon Chapter of Phi Mu in mind the sisterhood 
began a fantastic year. From candied apples at 
Gold Rush to Bowling for Cystic Fibrosis and from 
kidnapping Presidents to Macho Men. The sister- 
hood grew in the bond of love. 1982 saw 17 new 
sisters and 4 new phis, while saying goodbye to 17 
sisters and 1 sweetheart. Things we will remember 
are: Huggin’ bugs . . . Rattle Tattle . . . Burnin’ 
Rubber . . . “The Herd” . . . Gatorface and Wha- 
ley . . . Jo Jett and the Pink Hearts . . . Snow- 
bound in the legion . . . Easter egg hunts in the 
Canteen . Love those donuts . . . RC . Open 
House . . . How ’Bout them Phis? . . . but over 
TEN YEARS OF EXCELLENCE 
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Alligators On T-shirts ... Unicoi 
State Park ... Little People Dolls 
... Butter Buddies . .. “Mama 
told Sarah not to pledge KD” ... 
U.S.S. KD . . . One last Spring 
Fling ... Progress Award .. . 
Socials at Pine Valley ... The 
Learning Tree ... SIP .. . Guineas 
Book of World Records ... 1st 
Annual Senior Roast ... 
Burlington Banner Contest ... 
Penny Loafer ... “Whose 
Candlelight?” ... The Radisson 
... Visits from Nancy ... Prayer 
Dinner ... “Let’s paint the rock!” 
.. . Organization Night ... Beach 
party at the Elk Club ... “Short” 
Luncheons .. . Panhellenic Pals 
... White Rose Boxers ... 
Sisterhood retreays at Lake Lanier 




ND BROTHERS AND SISTERS 








1/Sit-ups are just part of the PT test 2/From left to right: Jake, Robinson, 
Townsend . 3/The Great Bat Race 4/Freshmen and their slave for the 







1st row: C/COL Townsend, Brigade CDR; C/LTC Robinson, XO; 2nd row: C/MAJ 
Horton, S-l; C/MAJ Bridges, S-2; C/MAJ Ray, S-4; 3rd row: C/CPT Folsom, Asst. 
S-3; C/CSM Moore, Cmnd. SGM; C/CPT Bunn, A & R; 4th row: C/MSG Crow, S-4 
NCP; C/SFC McDougal, TECH NCO; C/MSG Payne, S-l NCO; C/MSG Horton, S-3 
NCO; 5th row: C/SSG Jenkins, Clerk; C/SGT Bleckley, S-l Clerk; not pictured: 
C/MAJ Romlne, C/MAJ Langston, C/SSG Joiner 
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BATTALION STAFF 
GO ARMY YOUNG 
WARRIOR 
C/LTC R. Hobgood 
C/SGM S. Christie 
2nd row: C/SSG S. Godwin 
C/CPT E. Sheridan 
C/CPT K. Tally 
C/CPT J. Pawlick 
SET HIGH 
STANDARDS 
FOR YOURSELF AND 
EXPECT 
THE SAME FROM 
YOUR 
PEOPLE 
C/LTC B. Thames — CDR 
C/SGM J. Powell — SGM 
2nd row: C/MAJ R. Barr — XO 
C/MSG C. Frierson — OPS NCO 
C/SSG T. Day — A & R 
C/CPT W. Ziprik — S-2/3 
C/CPT J. Goodson — S-I/4 
not pictured: F. Moore — S-l 
T. Britt — S-3 
L. Biel — Clerk 127 
“YOU’RE THE BEST, 
YOU’VE PROVED IT — 
GOOD JOB.” 
C/CPT A. TOWNSEND 
C/CPT A. Townsend — Commander 
C/1SG M. Richardson — 1 SGT 
C/CPL T. Bradsher — Guidon 
C/1LT B. Simonton — XO 
C/SGT B. Cuff — Clerk 
C/SSG K. Deal — A & R 
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Honor Company Alfa . . . Basket- 
ball Alfa ... Academic Alfa ... Stay 
out of my box ... What?? — you 
broke the guidon ... Another bas- 
ketball sleep-ln ... Whoops — I 
thought your parents were gone ... 
sitting in a circle. .. . NCO meeting 
at what time .. . pick it up ... 
ALFA CO. 
FIRST PLATOON 1st row: 
C/2LT S. Fogarty, A. Baines, 
M. Barnes, L. Upshaw, J. 
Pledger, P. Flannigan, P. Croft, 
W. Garner 
2nd row: J. Beaver, G. 
Ermutlu, K. Ogden, J. McCall, 
M. Stokley, T. Duggan, E. 
Carrol, M. Thorton 
3rd row: G. Forbes, P. Blunnie, 
C. Mullis, B. Barr, G. 
Raskosky, A. Eubanks 
4th row: A. Elliot, M. Eraser, 
C. Cole, T. McWhorter, R. 
Ledford, D. Tracy, J. Williams 
SECOND PLATOON M 1st row: 
C/2LT G. Kubitz, Dussault, R. 
Williams, R. Hartline, S. 
White, G. Pierce, C. Luckett, 
T. Doster, G. Meadows, T. 
Upshaw 
2nd row: S. Williams, R. 
Griffin, M. Spinks, W. Reel, C. 
Andrews, T. Jordan, C. 
Shelinker, M. Hobby 
3rd row: E. Johnson, D. 
McGuffey, D. Andrews, D. 
Vining, H. Davis, R. 
Henderson, J. Bowers 
4th row: S. Hester, J. Conley, 
M. Benner, D. Johnston, R. 
Langston 
“HOW MANY CO’S 
GET BURNED 
BINGO THREE TIMES?” 
C/CPT M.E. WYNN 
C/1SG T. Wyatt — 1SGT 
C/CPT C. Wynn — Commander 
C/PVT Kelly — Guidon 
C/PVT J. Crawley — A & R 
C/1LT H. Finch — XO 
C/SGT J. Meredith 
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Bravo Blue Proud And True ... 
One spring morning while running 
PT — Here we go 
up the hill . .. Where did my 
company go??? ... 
Which way to the beach ... 
BRAVO CO. 
FIRST PLATOON - 1st row: 
C/MSG A. Sapp, C/SSG S. 
Meriwether, A. Folsom, S. 
Creamer, S. Agnew, R. Terrell, 
S. Callahan, C. Ford, S. Sharp, 
C/SSG R. Neal, C/SFC R. Lott 
2nd row: C/SSG C. Kachmar, 
J. Price, E. Jones, R. Cartin, J. 
Wood, L. Webb, J. Kirby, T. 
Harden, C/SSG R. Layton 
3rd row: C/SSG D. Champion, 
T. Smith, R. Carruth, C. 
Barton, J. Moore, C. Sennett, 
T. Abbott 
4th row: C. Daniel, C. 
Thompson, D. Shellhouse, W. 
Starnes, B. Sosebee, C. 
Bryson, D. Acres, B. 
Chamberlain 
SECOND PLATOON - 1st row: 
C/MSG B. Singleton, C/SSG C. 
Arp, R. Andes, K. Grogan, B. 
Fox, T. Prince, P. Armos, G. 
Newsome, C/SSG D. 
Emmerton, C/SFC M. Gardner 
2nd row: C/SSG B. Sullivan, R. 
Johnson, R. Butler, J. 
Cranford, C. Roberts, J. 
McDonald, N. Callawy, A. 
Covey, S. Rohrer 
3rd row: K. Davis, T. 
Thurmond, A. Coleman, S. 
Bowles, E. Hicks, L. Davis, R. 
Burrell, C. Welch, D. Adams 
4th row: C/SSG K. Sweat, B. 
Babich, P. Hayes, A. Oliver, A. 
Wood, D. Coker, D. Quinn, J. 
Ward, J. Jones 
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MOTIVATED, DEDICATED — 
CHARLIE DRIVIN’ ON! 
C/PVT Rumble — Guidon 
C/CPT Long — Commander 
C/2LT Lahr — Academic Officer 
C/1SG Epps — 1SGT 
C/1LT Langston — XO 
C/SGT Dunklin — Clerk 
C/SFC Foster — A & R 
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Is anybody munging? ... Can you 
hang? — Yes I can, 1SG, Airborne 
... Shut her down Zeek, she’s 
pumping oil ... Spunk-a Dunk ... 
Stand in the door ... Country club 
... Hard Rock Charlie ... 
CHARLIE CO. 
FIRST PLATOON - 1st row: 
C/2LT Pilcher — Platoon 
Leader; C/SFC Griffith — 
Platoon Sgt.; Steib, Bauer, 
Werho, Bruce, Wilkinson, 
Mitchell 
2nd row: Davis, Nutting, 
Pinson, Compton, Gibson, 
Johnson, Nazworth, Wall 
3rd row: Wood, Haizllp, 
Hilsman, Lewis, McCarthy, 
Byers, Bunce 
4th row: Roach, Watson, 
Mason, McCullough, 
Whiteaker, Bagley, Clausen, 
Hansard, Shaw 
SECOND PLATOON - 1st row: 
C/MSG Payne — Platoon 
Leader; Thompson, Anderson, 
Sims, Trice, Baldwin, 
Shamblin, Todd, Butler, C/SFC 
Askew — Platoon SGT 
2nd row: Hammer, Collins, 
Murphy, Westpheling, Hodge, 
Harris, Jackson 
3rd row: Thurman, Baldwin, 
Casbon, Thorton, Boom* 
Wichers, McWilliams, Colon 
4th row: McMillan, Swanson, 
Kaley, Kohrman, Elam 
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“DEATH IS CERTAIN. 
LIFE IS NOT.” 
C/CPT B. BITHER 
C/PVT D. Ziff — Guidon 
C/CPT W. Bither — Commander 
C/1SGT S. Beasley — 1SGT 
C/MSG A. Jensen — Academic NCO 
C/1LT J. Hicks — XO 
C/SGT W. Palmer — Clerk 
C/SSG W. Aumlck — A & R 
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Delta Dragons Death From Above .. . 
Army ... Young Warriors ... All Right 
people listen up . .. Born In a cave, 
suckled by a bear ... Good Training 
. .. Pain is temporary, Pride is forever 
... Gimme that ole Airborne spirit ... 
DELTA CO. 
FIRST PLATOON - 1st row: B. 
Cannington (Pit. Ldr.), R. 
Dorminy, J. Lee, T. Morris, C. 
McGregor, M. Dennis, J. 
Lightsey, S. Turner, S. Powell, 
R. Lombardo, A. Castleberry, 
R. Hall, R. Pemberton (Pit. 
Sgt.) 
2nd row: J. Check D. 
Hellebond, V. Helrholzer, S. 
Hinton, B. Knockx, E. 
Channel), C. Joiner, C. Rainey, 
M. Lombardo, J. Deweese 
3rd row: R. Brown, M. Schuler, 
J. Hunt, M. Bradford, J. Dill, J. 
Hargis, J. Goodson, J. 
Malonowskl, D. Nichols, B. 
Hendricks 
4th row: E. Smith, P. Krausch, 
C. Charles, W. Maddox, M. 
Taylor, B. Brache, P. Reese, J. 
Wright 
SECOND PLATOON - 1st row: 
F. Moore (Pit. Ldr.), M. 
Ricclardi, A. Acevedo, R. 
Hatcher, R. Sandars, F. Reese, 
D. Hansard, S. Johnston, T. 
Stafford, R. Ross, C. 
Wurzbacher (Pit. Sgt.) 
2nd row: S. Alllgood, M. 
Farlett, C. Pair, L. Lewis, C. 
Pettigrew, K. Koon, M. Lynch, 
J. Brazell 
3rd row: A. Templeton, S. 
Wall, K. Smith, E. Bishop, A. 
Biesbrock, D. Walton, A. Moss, 
M. Savage, G. Schrader 
4th row: B. Simpson, M. 
Thrash, D. Hall, B. Dalton, M. 
Trlsko, J. Lamas, R. 




“Echo Rangers Lead The Way!” 
This is a motto which truly ex- 
presses the drive of the unit. An in- 
dication of this drive was Echo’s 
continuing dominance of Squad Pro- 
gress, winning 1st place both Fall 
and Spring quarters. We also had a 
1st place finish in Platoon Progress. 
Though we were not as athletically 
inclined as in past years, we surely 
proved our military knowledge by 
winning almost all of the Freshmen 
of the Week and Freshmen of the 
Month awards. Though areas of im- 
provement do exist, Echo Company 
will always stand tall. Watch out 
Corps — Echo is out to reach the 
top. 
Do you really want to remember 
the things that happened this year? 
... P.T. — We like it, we love it, we 
want more of it: you surely did. 
(Spring ’82) . .. dirty spitoons ... 
we have yet to defeat our arch rival 
— . Mr. Price ... waking up the 
President during retaliation ... the 
Gainesville Police Department .. 
The slums of Gaillard ... 
ECHO CO. 
FIRST PLATOON - 1st row: 
C/2LT T. Rominc, R. 
Spaulding, S. Chosewood, J. 
Chaney, M. Brock, W. Smisson, 
M. Smith, K. Hudson, R. Floyd, 
C. Hawkins, B. Butler, C/SFC 
T. Whitfield 
2nd row: D. Garrett, J. 
Pavlosky, E. Olufelo, S. Carr, 
B. Vandiver, J. Chandler, M. 
Williams, R. Philpot, G. 
McDougal 
3rd row: C. Shockley, F. 
Crawley, C. Sharkey, H. 
Rainey, A. Phillips, M. Ford, R. 
Smith, J. Cleghorn, T. Hall, J. 
Crittenden, S. Lankford, D. 
Jones, D. Crockett, J. 
Cochran, N. Thompson, Ray 
Reddish 
SECOND PLATOON H 1st row: 
C/SFC R. Morris, M. 
Vuchetich, G. McCall, J. 
Newsome, R. Stevenson, R. 
Abreau, D. Marx, J. Maddox, 
C/2LT M. Kosiba 
2nd row: S. Harris, B. Pinson, 
M. Holden, E. Harry, J. Paget, 
D. Head, R. Windham, C. 
Edwards, J. Nixon 
3rd row: S. Partridge, M. 
Childers, M. Kolberg, W. 
Chamberlain, B. Saxon, A. 
Crawford, M. Colcolough, F. 
Cook, B. Noll 
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1st row: C/MAJ R. FIshel 
2nd row: C/CPT C. Tilley, C/1SGT D. 
Dolph, C/SGT L. Biel, C/SFC J. Arnold, 
C/CPL T. Clay not pictured: C/2LT J. 
Maher 
1st row: C/CPT H. Hopper, 
Commander; C/SFC J. Purvis, C/PVT G. 
Mitchell, C/PVT C. Severance, C/PVT 
D. Treshansky, C/PVT M. Jackson, 
C/PVT M. Monyes, C/SGT R. Linker, 
C/PVT J. Higgins, C/SSG T. Spann, 
C/SFC D. Hackle, Drill Master; C/MSG 
L. Lockett, Drillmaster 
2nd row: C/PVT D. Carey, C/PVT T. 
Huggins, C/PVT C. Owens, C/PVT T. 
Britt. C/SSG F. Steele, C/PVT Z. Scott, 
C/SSG G.Baker, C/PVT R. Parker, 
C/PVT A. Thorpe 
3rd row: C/PVT D. Maher, C/PVT F. 
Horton, C/PVT D. Bibbs, C/PVT C. 
Ledford, C/PVT B. Miller, C/PVT R. 
Fishback, C/PVT R. Pass, C/SSG K. 
Marshall 
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Raise Hell Band ... BINGO ... I 
gotta Camaro, it’s a ’81 ... Sarah 
who? ... What For? ... Grudge ... 
Goza, Get Down ... Relax Time? 
... Rust poisoning is fatal ... Don’t 
stop till your good is better and your 
better is best ... 
HEADQUARTERS CO. 
COLOR GUARD - 1st row: 
C/CPT M. Gavel, C/MSG P. 
Suggs, S. Hayes, J. Anderson, 
B. Youngblood, A. Cabrerra, 
W. Greer, R. Watkins, C/SSG 
R. Demine, C/MSG $. Fabozzl 
2nd row: M. Hoffman, C. 
Steele, T. Polzin, C/SSG P. 
Christopher, J. Wilson, Askew 
GOLDEN EAGLE BAND - 1st 
row: C/CPT C. Tilley, C/CPT 
M. Shepherd, C/SFC D. Grace, 
C/SFC P. Kravehenko, H. 
Collins, A. Wilcox, J. Pierce, 
D. King, C/SSG P. Neese, F. 
Ford, C/MSG J. Crider 
2nd row: B. Stevens, J. Goza, 
S. Boland, T. Stafford, C/SSG 
B. Terrell, M. Wise, D. Haines, 
J. Clark, B. Cannon 
3rd row: S. Evans, C/SSG D. 
Whitlock, J. Rehill, A. 
Williams, R. Scheutze, S. 
Welch, R. Ray, F. Fletcher, 
C/SSG S. Sorocco 
not pictured: C/1LT C. Adair, 
M. Birdsong, D. Allen, M. 





C/MSG T. Payne 
C/CPT B. Bither 
C/LTC R. Hobgood 
C/CPT K. Marsh 
CPT Holcomb 
Seated: 
C/CPT F. Long 
C/COL S. Townsend 














































The Aggressor* Platoon was established In 1966. It was formed to support and assist In the training of pre-campers. During the year, the 
Aggressors go out in the field for the weekend to study field tactics. 
ORDER OF COLOMBO 
MOUNTAIN PLATOON 
1st row: M. Richardson, S-3; D. Enoch, A. Elliott, B. Shaw, R. Hall, J. Maddox, S-4; E. Sheridan 
2nd row: S. Townsend, CMDR.; J. Epps, 1SGT; B. Blther, N. Colon, J. Beaver, E. Carrol, R. Reddish, D. Tracy, A. Feliciano, R. Graves, M. 
Jenkins, M. Lynch, T. Doster, J. Arnold, XO; CPT C. Olson, Advisor 
The Order of Colombo Mountain Platoon was formed by a small goup of 
cadets under the instruction of MSG Louis P. Colombo. The purpose of the unit 
Is to promote interest in small unit tactics and military mountaineering. The 
four progressive levels within the Order are: greenstick, Climbing member, 
Junior Instructor, and Senior Instructor. Their motto is “If you can’t keep up the 
pace, drop out of the formation." 
NCO CLUB 
W. Moore, Secretary 
S. Christie, President 





















































































































































Oct. 24 PLT Progress 
Nov. 2 WSB visited 
Nov. 14 Pre-camp 
Nov. 21 Military College Day 
Jan. 16 White Collar 
Jan. 19 Civies Day 
Jan. 21-23 Ft. Benning 
Feb. 13 Sweetheart Review 
Feb. Civies Day 
Feb. 26 Officer’s Dining In 
April 3 Squad Progress Test 
May 1 Parent/Alumni 
Weekend 
May 1 Military Ball 
May 30 Commissioning 
Review 
mm 
In eighteen hundred and sixty-one, 
Hurrah, Hurrah 
The Blue Ridge Rifles were just begun, 
Hurrah, Hurrah 
Refrain: And from the Blue Ridge Mountains they came 
It was the Mountains that gave them their name, 
And they all turned out when the Rifles came marching home. 
They wore the uniform of Gray 
$ Hurrah, Hurrah 




At first Bull Run they gave’em hell, 
Hurrah, Hurrah 
All you could hear was the rebel yell, Hurrah, Hurrah 
Refrain 
They all marched out to Chancellorsville, 
Hurrah, Hurrah 
They cocked their guns and gave a yell, 
Hurrah, Hurrah 
Refrain 
At Gettysburg they fought and bled, 
Hurrah, Hurrah 
Some were wounded and some were dead, 
Hurrah, Hurrah 
Refrain 
They fought on the slopes of Kennesaw, 
Hurrah, Hurrah 
Their clothes were ragged, their hands were raw, 
Hurrah, Hurrah 
Refrain 
Around Atlanta they made a stand 
Hurrah, Hurrah 
But Sherman’s Army was far too grand 
Hurrah, Hurrah 
Refrain 
They fought and bled for 4 long years, 
Hurrah, Hurrah 
When one would die they’s all shed tears, 
Hurrah, Hurrah 
Refrain 
Well, Appomattox was the end, 
Hurrah, Hurrah 










Refrain: And from the Blue Ridge Mountains they came 
It was the Mountains that gave them their name, 





1/Intro Leaders . . . 2/Biology Club members . . . 3/The Dixie Babes prac- 
tice daily . . . 4/Dr. Peter McDonald, the advisor for the SAP club . . . 5/The 




1st row: Dr. Don Kinkaid, Dr. 
Hugh Shott, Susan Thorton, Jody 
Davison, Jean Sullivan, Kim 
Thomas; 2nd row: M. Linda 
August, M. Delores Seabolt, Kay 
Jones, Wendy Smith, Jay Mahr; 
3rd row; Dr. James Ewing, Mr. 
Ernest Elder, Dr. Terry Flesch, Dr. 
Peter McDonald; 4th row: Mr. 
Thomas Dalton, Marcia Hagin, 
Gary Lambert; 5th row: Dr. Mike 
Davis, Dr. Phil Buckheister, Dr. 
Allen Ellington, Sheila Griffin, 
Sharon Frevert, 6th row: Dr. John 
Owen, Ms. Sara Steele, Mr. 






1st row: Lori Bombich, Nora Seabolt, 
Dolly Hearn; 2nd row: Renee Waters, 
Nan Buttram, Belle Johnson, Lynn 
Ward, Donna Chrl-Anderson; 3rd row: 
Tina Lapp, Janese Ray, Dana 





1st row: Mrs. Linda August, Joyce Darby, Donna Shadburn, Lola Jones, Carol Gilstrap, Miss 
Carol Duffey, Stacey Carrington; 2nd row: Nancy Coats, Bonnie MacDowall, Amy Wilson, 





1st row: Melanie Brooks, John Goodson, Pam Frost; 2nd row: Lisa Fowler, 
Patti Watson, Paul Perkins; 3rd row: Alan Castleberry, Lynn Culpepper, An- 
gela Mulherin; 4th row: Dr. Leo Downing 
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DIXIE BABES 
1st row: Laura Daniel, Wanda 
Rampy, Veronica Hollaway, 
Karen Burton; 2nd row: Angie 
Goza, Cindy Harris, Donna 
Massey, Melanie Burden; 3rd 
row: Natasha Calloway, Julia 
Waters, Priscilla Flanigan, 
Toni Stafford, Wanda Carter 
ink ■ -■ ws 
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ASSOCIATION OF U.S. ARMY — A.U.S.A. 
1st row: Rob Bickersstaff, 
Charles Steele, Darcy 
Parker; 2nd row: CPT 
Gibson, Scott Sorraco, 
Finley Steele, Donna 
Jarret, Julia Waters; 3rd 
row: Chris Tilley, Mark 
Sheperd, Elizabeth Flint, 
Kim Warnock, Veronica 




Cynthia Garner, Corey Welch, 
Connie Dunbar, Carol Howard, 
Denise Bunnell, Angela Mills, Norby 
Lanford, Judy Smith, Brian Welch, 
John Higgins 






1st row: Lorrie McCoy, Alan Folsom, Michelle 
Durden, Taml Reece; 2nd row: Kathy Thurman, 
Renee Marsh, Terry Spinks, Larah Williams, 
Vicki Pruitt, Renee Gattis, Tammy Eugea; 3rd 
row: Shelly McClain, Phyllis Simonton, Belinda 
Washam, Janet Tyler, Bea Brown, Brian Welch; 
4th row: Cory Welch, Carol Youngblood, 
Donna Anderson, Kathy McDonald; 5th row: 
Donna Barrett, Bob Corruth, Debbie Carroll, 
Donna Shadburn, Mike Holder, Joy Branton; 
6th row: Scott Sharp, Ken Koon, Colleen 
Fortner, Chris Bagley, Tony Acevedo, George 




Nancy Harrison, Mimi White, 
Miss Bell, Cindy lines, Andria 
Warren; 2nd row: Virginia 
Pauline, Carol Chester, Gail 




top row: Dr. Percy Jones, Fran 
Baker, Jere Lynn Westmoreland, 
Eddie Jones; bottom row: Claude 
Thompson, Marcus Johnson, 
Bobbie June Perry, Stephanie 
Thomas, Bob Hall; not pictured: 
Jeff Arnold, Bill Bither, Renee 
Bruce, Beryl Welch, Peggy 
Henson, Eve Hawkins, Andrea 









1st row: Darcey Parker, Carol 
Gilstrap, Joy Reynolds; 2nd row: 
Jay Maher, Peter McDonald, 
Denise Bunnell, Ray Spaulding; 
not pictured: Rich Cartin, Karen 
Richardson, Lisa Ray 
BIOLOGY 
CLUB 
Margaret Thomas, Kitty Martaln, 
Amy Watford, Areatha Knight, 
Debbie Hoffman, Mat Vuchetich, 




Myra Byrd, Sandy McClure, 










1st row: Lisa Jackson, 
Colleen Fortner; 2nd row: 
Melissa Gilbert, Laura Spruill, 
Jackie Hess, Nora Seabolt; 
3rd row: Dr. Jewell Wade, 
Dr. Terry McLeod, Virginia 
Conners, Cynthia Garner, 
Kathy Kewerly, Teresa Clay 
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PLAYMAKERS 
1st row: Monet Sheffield, Pam Littleton, Greg Smith, Wanda Bass, Russ Windham, Pam Frost; 2nd row: Carolyn 
Hunt, Eddie Short, Dana Bryant, Andy Phillips, Julie Vandergrift, Lauri Sparks, Karen Sudwicks, Teddl Black, 
Buck Cheaves, Bailey Simpson 
ALPHA PSI 
OMEGA 
1st row: Wanda Bass, Pam Littleton, 
Teddi Black; 2nd row: Buck Cheaves, 
Perry Abernathy 
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RESIDENT WOMENS AFFAIRS BOARD 
RWAB 
1st row: Alisa Seagraves, 
Debbie Clements, Debbie 
Hudson, Elizabeth Allen, 
Theresa Welborn; 2nd row: 
Ann Townsend, Eleanor 
Johnson, Wendy Segnitz, 
Lori Bombich, Paula Wolfe, 
Regina Durham, Vickie 




1st row: Shannon 
Gaines, Gall Bartek, 
Donna Barrett, Rayma 
Tange, Tamra Reece, 
Jeanette Torrence, Lisa 
Tanner, Lisa James, 
Faye Armour, Nelda 
Kelley, Joy Scharnagel, 
Joyce Satterfield, 
Wanda Swanson, Brenda 
Cronan, Brenda Shirley, 
Maureen Mattison, Jane 
Brice; 2nd row: Reta 
Garner, Sharon 
Stephens, Alison West, 
Deborah Ginn, Vickie 




1st row: Tom Walter, Mark Gardner, Chip 
Frierson, Dean Hyames; 2nd row: Jewell 
Duncan, Craig Wurzbacher, Jamie 
Satterfield, Stephen Little, Kelly 
Vaughan; 3rd row: Anne Deakin, Phyllis 
Gibson, Allison West, Mary Lou Kirkland, 
Cindy Speas; 4th row: Kris Tate, Mary 




1st row: Dwight Anderson, 
Craig Wurzbacher, Chip 
Frierson, Fred Allen, Carol 
Bohn, Alan Jensen, Doug 
Carey; 2nd row: Butch Miller, 
Jeff Beaver, Traci Hamby, 
Gaye Barr, Jeff Payne, Lora 
Bernstein, Wanda Barnett, 
Mary Beth Whelchel, Lynne 
Cory; 3rd row: Mandy 
Fincher, Lorrle McKoy, Lynn 
Ward; NOT PICTURED: Angie 
Isley, Wendy Smith, Rick 
Hobgood, Jeffery Williams, 
Scott Sorracco; Faculty Rep. 
— Dr. David Fore, Advisor 








1/Chlp Wynn an honored DMS ... 2/WXIA-TV features North Geor- 
gia College ... 3/A trio of staff members enjoy a break In the 
canteen ... 4/A bouquet of flowers presented by Sigma Nu for a 
nice lady ... 5/A storybook picture from a cold, snowy winter ... 
6/Dean Hyams ... 7/Dean Shott ... 8/LTC Smith taking It easy In 
the Military Department ... 9/Prlce Memorial: Where the buck 
stops ... 
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DR. JOHN H. 
OWEN, 
PRESIDENT 
1/President Owen in his office located in 
Price Memorial ... 
2/UGA Coach Vince Dooley visits NGC ... 
3/Presentation of the 1981 Leadership tro- 




DR. HUGH 1. 
DEAN 
SHOTT, II 
MR. H. MICHAEL 
HYAMS 
Dean Of Students 
MISS KATHERINE HINZ 
Asst. Dean Of Students 
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Mr. Virgil W. McIntyre 
Director of Computer Services 
Mr. Bill Gerspacher 
Comptroller 
Mr. Stephen L. Ferguson 
Director of Personnel Services 
Dr. William D. Bellamy 
Director of Counseling. Testing 
and Placement 
Larry Mitchell 
Adjunct Asst. Professor of 
Comtinuing Education 
Dr. James C. Parks 
Director of Developmental and 
Public Services 
Col. Theron H. Hill 
Professor of Military Science 
Mr. Tom G. Walter 
Counselor of Students 
Mrs. Martha M. Duval 
Asst. Registrar 
LTC Verne Smith 
Asst. Commandant 
Mr. Gary R. Steffey 
Registrar and Direction of 
Admissions 
Mrs. Lou Wimpy 
Accounting Clerk 
Mr. Phil Norrell 
Asst. Director of Plant 
Operations 
Mr. Arnold Hulsey 
Student Aid 
Mrs. Beverly Grizzle 
Accounting Clerk 
Debbie Price 
dob Development and 
Placement Coordinator Mrs. Tammy Cantrell 
Student Aid 
Mr. Michael Ferguson 
Operator / Programmer 
Mrs. Mary do Walters 
Accounting Clerk 
Mr. Kim Grizzle 
Buyer/Plant Operations 
Mrs. Alda GiUeland 
Accountant 
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Mr. Wesley Thomas 
Asst. Director of Student 
Center 
Mr. Doyal Dockery 
Post Office 
Ola Palmer 
Mr. Fred Moore Bookstore 
Bookstore 
Mrs. Lorene Conner Peggy Horton Switchboard Operator 
Security 
Mrs. Karen Satcher 
Head Resident, Donovan Dorm 
Mrs. Doris Sutton 
Director of Counseling, Testing 
and Placement 
Mrs. Virginia Stowers 
Director of Development and 
Public Services 
Shirley Langdon 
Asst. To The Dean 




Dean Of Students 
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Mrs* Kathryn Phillips 
Professor of Military Science 
Reba Fortner 
Director of College Relations 
Mrs. Wilma L. West 
Commandant of Cadets 
Mrs. Delores A. Seabolt 
Asst. Commandant 
Mrs. Sandra Grant 
Adjunct Asst. Professor of 
Continuing Education 
Miss Laura Saine 
Director of Procurement 
Paula Crowell 
Director of Continuing 
Education 
Mrs. Leron Vermillion 
Director of College Relations 
Karen Layne 
Admissions Counselor 
Mrs. Iris Smith 
Bookstore 
Mrs. Gail Ross 
Alumni 
Delores Daughtery 
Director of Student Center 
Miss Elizabeth Walden 
Director of Plant Operations 






Mrs. Kathy Adams 
Social Sciences 
BIOLOGY 
Dr. Mac A. 
Callaham 
Dr. Joseph Dr. Dorothy Brock 
Biesbrock 
Dr. Thomas Fox Dr. James C. 
Parker 
1/Braln* and inside* 
of other things — 
Yak! ... 
2/The biology chib's 
advisor. Dr. Fox ... 
3/Students In the lab 
at Rogers Hall ... 
170 
CHEMISTRY 




Mr. B.J. Woolfolk 
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BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION! 
Mr. L.E. Conyers 
Dr. Lawrence H. Dennis 
Miss Marian Dykes 
Dr. Alien R. Ellington 
Mrs. Doris H. Mohr 
Dr. John F. Pearce 
Harold A. Terrell 
Mr. Gautam D. Vashi 
Robert Yarbrough 
1/Another day of lectors In the BA department 
2/Cindy Harris to working hard on a computer as- 
signment ... 
1/Dr* Wade ... 2/Dr. David Fora reads 
Christmas stories to local children ... EDUCATION 







Mr. Steve Armstrong 
Dr. George Belden 
Dr. Sidney E. Benton 
Dr. David Fore 
Mr. Dave Henderson 
Dr. Terry McLeod 
Mr. Steve Ross 
Dr. Bob Saba 
Dr. Christopher Sharp 
Dr. Lawrence Sorohan 
Dr. Judy True 
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Dr. Jim Ewing 
Miss Elsa Ann Gaines 
Mr. Guy Lall 
Dr. Paul McClure 
1/Dr. Ewing to the advisor for Sigma Chi Delta 
2/Classes are fast part of the college routine ... 
Mr. Robert L. 
Owens 
Tomme McClure 
1/Mr. Crannell works on one off his masterpieces ... 
2/An Artist weaves and spins her own thread ... 
3/An art education major works on a clay project .. 





books and friends 
arc always helpful 
In the library ... 
2/The microfilm 
machines are 
always being used 




Mr. Ernest Elder, 
Jr. 
Dr. Dave Pandres 
Dr. Paul R. Patten 
Dr. William G. 
Roughead 
MATHEMATICS 
1/Ernla Elder plays the piano at the President’s 
house during a reception ... 2/Dr. Pandres ex* 







Mr. Fitts — Supply 
MILITARY 
  
1/Relaxing In the hell before MS classes ... 
2/The pride of NGC, the Blue Ridge Rifles ... 







Mr. Price — Tactical 
Officer 
3 
1/Lucas and Holcomb obaerve the pre- 
cam pera ... 2/Brigade staff ... 3/The 
pilot during the Airborne showers ... 
179 
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1/The Sigma Nu slave. Butch Miller, and the 
Spanish speaking lady, Ms. Reynolds ... 




Miss Birdie Bell 
Mr. Allan S. Bickley 
Miss Barbara Brown 
Coach Bill Ensley 
Coach Tony Harris 
Dr. P.C. Jones 
Dr. John Baber 







Miss Sara Steele 
Dr. Peter McDonald 
1/Peter McDonald, the advisor for the Sod* 
ety for the Advancement of Psychology chib 
2/Tahlng a test ... 
3/The die-hard rat runners ... 
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1/Students waiting for class to begin ... 
2/Mlss Duffey's social work class ... 
Mrs. Linda August 
Mr. John F. Csomor 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Dr. Paul G. Dobson 
Mr. Leo C. Downing 
Miss Carol Duffey 
Dr. Mark Gilbert 
Dr. Anthony E. Ladd 
Dr. Brian Murphy 
Dr. Ray C. Rensi 








DR. MAC A. 
CALLAHAM 
Dr. Mac A. Callaham, Head of the 
Biology Department, was named 
Distinguished Professor of the Year. 
This is the highest honor bestowed 




It was Tuesday, Jan. 12, 1982 and it was 
very cold outside. The weatherman had 
predicted snow and almost all of the NGC 
students had some feelings about it. Some 
students were absolutely thrilled, others 
were disgusted and still others were 
apathetic. The snow however did not mind 
and late Tuesday evening, the first flakes 
began to fall. It fell slowly at first and it 
was just beautiful watching each flake cover 
the ground. Many students here had been 
exposed to snow before and so could 
compare this this snowfall to others in the 
past. Yet there were a few students who 
had never seen snow before, and to them, 
the snowfall meant much more. 
To them, it was exquisite beauty. Only 
now could they understand the songs 
written about winter and the snow. The true 
meaning of a “White Christmas” finally hit 
home. All along they had read about 
snowballs, snowfights, and snowmen. Now 
they had that chance to really experience 
what they had read. For them it was just 
wonderful being able to actually mold each 
handful of snow into round snowballs, and 
later join in the laughter and excitement of 
the snowball fights. Some of these students 
even ventured to go sledding. 
It was with a sense of regret that they 
watched the snowflakes cease and a few 
days later see the greenery resurface. Yet 
they were happy and satisfied within to 
know that circumstances had allowed them 
to share in this beautiful experience with 








Now that I’ve finally finished this book, I can 
honestly say that it is not too bad. Especially since most 
of it (basically all of it) was done by one person — 
Yours Truly. I just hope that from now on there is more 
of a staff so it can get done on time. 
The past year will not be gone forever because now it has 
been captured on paper in this “year” book. It is a history 
book and hopefully in the years to come it will have more 
meaning and value than it does now. It seems that we are 
destined to realize how important things are only when we 
look back on them. 
Some special thank yous are extended to: Jolenne, 
Frankie Caldwell, Dan Troy, Dr. Ellington, Sarah, Shari, 
Ray S., Mary Kennedy, Mary Phillips, Deb Newby, Nancy Coats, 
SAP club, Olin Jackson and most of all Timmy. 
If Tim hadn’t been there to inspire me this book would never 
have gotten to the press — I would have given up. 
Even though the student body wasn’t exactly enthusiastic 
about helping with this book, I want you to know this book is 
dedicated to each one of you. If it wasn’t for the student 
body there could be no book about THE YEAR OF THE SAINTS .. 
3 





1/Girls Intramural*: The Little Darlln* from Lewis Hall ... 
2/Target Sighted. Ready, Aim, Fire ... 3/A soccer player on the 
sidelines ... 4/Thls I* where the fun begins. Let’s hope none of 
these guys are Freshmen ... 5/John Powell In a dress? ... 









FRESHMEN INTRO FRESHMEN 











































1/One of Lewis Hall's intramural teams, The Stuff ... 2/Volun- 








FRESHMEN LEWIS HALL FRESHMEN 




























































































Mary Jo Hill 
John Hodge 
James M. Holden 
Susan Holden 
Carol Ann Honea 
Jeffrey Honea 



















Eun Jak Kim 
1/Frog Ziff gets a haircut ... 2/Airboume showers. It*s all 






























































































































































































1/Freshmen meeting Dean Hyams . . . 2/Reception at the 
President’s house . . . 3/Telling frogweek stories to an 
Intro leader ... 4/The long awaited reunion of guys and 










































Betty Ann Caulder 
Bob Chamberlain 
David Champion 









1/Bill Palmer acting up in front of Lewis Hall 2/Echo Rangers, 




































































































































Richard W. Park 



















































































1/Salute 2/Allison Mayfield and All That Jazz . 3/Discussing Who knows what? . 4/A 


























Lona E. Bell 
Kelly Bellew 
Michael F. Brenner 
Charles Bennett 
Charlotte Bennett 
Michael S. Bennett 
Laura Berry 
Marion Linda Britt 
Frances K. Boker 








































































































Lea Ann Kelley 
Natalie Kerns 









1 /The party of the year — Toga style . . . 2/Hey Big Spender, in 
Red Dog Saloon at Gold Rush . . . 3/Intro Leaders. You scratch 






























Bobbie June Perry 
Mary Phillips 
LEADERSHIP RESPONSIBILITY JUNIORS 
Jamie Pirkle 

































































1/Let’s dance to the music . . . 2/Gaye Barr, an active student 
in the social life at NGC . . . 











1/“I Love Rock N’ Roll” from Sigma Omega’s Gong Show 
.. . 2/A local hangout for college students ... 3/The Sig O 
disc jockey for the Pi Kappa Phi Toga party ... 4/Friends 
for now and forever ... 
4 
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Five Year Plan . . . Seniors . . . Donovan 
Tamara Atkinson Joanne Abbott David L. Andrews Christopher Adair 
Chris Bahnsen Rick Barr Wanda Gay Bass Bobby Bagby Julie Bagley 
Patty Bavis Diane Beckford * James Bellah Spencer Bennett Susan Blggert 
Teddi Black 
Carol Bohn Lynne Bowman Beth Braden Kyle Branch Paul Breeden 
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Melanie Brooke Margaret L. Brown Snean Brown Gayle Bryant Gregg Bunn 
SENIORS PROCRASTINATION BRANCHES 
Myra Byrd Sean Callahan Bryon Cannlngton Mark A. Cannon Shawn Burke 
J. Richard Clark Valerie K. Clark Teresa Clay Susan Carter 
Julia L. Clifton Jack Conley Jenny Conner Virginia Conner 
Susie Crawford Wayne T. Crooke Jason Crow Lynn Culpepper Laura Daniel 
INTERVIEWS . CAP AND GOWN . . SENIOR 
James R. Ellis 
Roy Fishel 
Gary T. Elzey 
Margaret Ford 
Karen Fandsen 
Sandy Fowler Karen Frandsen 
Sharon Frevert Pamela J. Frost Marcia Gaalswijk Lena Gaddis Cynthia Garner 
Doug Garret Carol Gllstrap Debbie Ginn Ricky Glaspert Sherri Gooch 
2^7 
John Goodson Marsha L. Grant Kevin Griffith Cindy Grindle Kenneth Grogan 
SENIORS . . . GRADUATION . . . COMMISSIONING . . . 
Debbie Holland Harden P. Hopper, III 
■ 
Anne Hoglen Donna Holcomb 
Reed Horton Tim O. Horne 
Lisa Holden 
Anne M. Houlihan 
Debbie Hudson Carolyn Hulsey Donna Jackson Jo Beth James Deborah L. James 
David Johnson Eleanor Johnson Kay Jones Lisa D. Jones Melissa Jones 
Denlee Kaatner Mary R. Klmsey JIM King Mike Koslba Aretha Knight 
SENIORS . . . INVITATIONS . CANTEEN 
Denise Kraft 
Cathy Lee 
Inez Lowman Michael Lombardo Fred Long Gary Love Lisa Lyle 
Mike J. Mabry Bonnie MacDowall John B. Mafffett James E. Maher, III Mechelle Majors 
Greg Mann Donna Martin Sue McAffee Sandy McClure Kathy McCormick 
Susan McDaniel Roland McDonald John McEnery Pamela J. McKay Patricia McKay 
DAYTONA BEACH . . . WORRIES . SENIORS 
Deborah Mock Gaye Morris Phyllis Mull James Myers II Lee J. Nahlik 
Laura Payne Terry Payne Ashley Phillips Stephen Pilcher Brian Pinson 
SENIORS . . GIFTS . . SENIORS . MS400 
Stephanie Pitts Douglas Ray 
Robert Robbins David Robinson 
Joseph Ringwalt Linda Reynolds Karen Richardson 
Susan Roebuck 
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Charles Shockley Buddy Singleton Sidney Slmonton Brian Sloan Vickie Smallwood 
Allison Smith Beth Smith Judy Smith Sharon D. Smith Wendy Smith 
Kevin Staley Charles P. Steele Kennett Stiles Jean Sullivan Kimberly L. Sutton 
SENIORS . . ALL NIGHTERS . . SENIORS . . . DMG 
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Allison West Mark Whelchel Zenda Wheelus Roland Williams . Wendy Whitworth 
SENIORITIS GRE SENIORS DIPLOMA 
Roger Wilmont Charles Wilson Chip Wynn Kathy Yarbrough 
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* 
What though the radiance which was once so bright 
Be now forever taken from my sight, 
Though nothing can bring back the hour 
Of splendour in the grass, of glory in the flower; 
We will grieve not, rather find 
Strength in what remains behind; ... 




GRETCHEN ANNE BLASCHKE 
CRAIG MICHAEL COCHRAN 
VICTOR COOK GRIFFIN 
TERESA FAYE PARKS 




203 Martin Ave. 
Dahlonega, Ga. 
864-7118 
tfcAn MfXfer JPainwi€r 
Attorney at Law 




QREEN'S Department Store 




NORTH GROVE ST. DAHLONEGA, GA. 
864-7850 
5306 BUFORD HWY. DORAVILLE, GA. 
455-6813 











FOR CONVENIENCE IN BANKING VISIT 
24-HOUR BANKING, SEVEN DAYS A WEEK 




Big G Plaza, Gainesville 
Famous Brands Of Clothes, 
Shoes And Domestics 
At Savings Up To 65% 
PEI E SISK 
864-3308 
Dahlonega, GA 
YOU CANT GO 






Billie D. Stancil. owner 
DAHLONEGA. GEORGIA 
Douglas M. Grizzle ••Flowers Wired or delivered anyWHeR 
/(MBS 
mm 
E & BUILDING CENH& 
PHONE: 
864-6175 
MOORE S DR. 
DAHLONEGA, gK 
CONGRATULATIONS 
CLASS OF 1982 
Compliments Of: 
E. Gerald Nix, D.D.S., P.A. 
;lt HUDDLE HOUSE I 
Best Food Yet 
' Open 2[4Hotirs 
tv- - 






















Phone: 706 Oak St. 
536-1321 Gainesville, GA 
AUSA 







And The Corp Of Cadets 
Of The Academic Year 
1981-1982 
























Phone: By The 
864-4488 Arch 
west cleaners 
101 College Lane 
864-3641 




Priced Record Store 
Skip’s Records & Tapes 
Preferred 
Audio 
The Hi-Fi Professionals 
Sony, Marantz, Grado, Altec-Lansing 




SUMRU PUlCfOI THE ECONOMY (XPERT PEUGEOT 
. 2122 BROWNSBRIDGE RD. 
SALES • SERVICE • PARTS ft 













James E. Cantrell 
Phone: 
864-3260 
100 W. Main St. 
Dahlonega, GA. 
AIR COMPRESSORS A CONCRETE FINISHING 
TRENCHING MACHINES MACHINES 
BACKHOE PSA CONCRETE fc MORTAR 
GENERATORS MIXERS 
MARTIN - REED RENTAL & SALES 
128 ENOTA AVE. at THOMPSON BRIDGE ROAD 











COMPLETE | H    
TRUCK-BUS 
LIGHT TRUCK 
o Tite & KycftppiKq Ce. 





COMPLETE CAR CARE SERVICE 
















534-0545 Gainesville, GA. 
For 
Unique, Personalized Gifts 
Phone: Lakeshore Mall 
536-4208 Main Entrance 
NEWMAN 
for Catholic fellowship 
We as college 
students DO BELONG 
each other! 
243 
Craft Realty Inc 
illu'Antunu' SimtiU' 
Public Sq. P.O. Box 331 
Dahlonega, Ga 30533 
Drop By Or Call 
864-6000 
105 N. Chestatee St. 
Dahlonega, Ga. 
244 
The United Methodist Church 
ASSEMBLY CENTER 
A Place For Spiritual 
Renewal With Activities 
In Harmony With Christian 
Principles At Scenic 
Cane Creek Falls 
Norman Adams Agency 






Brunswick Lakeshore Lanes 
Lakeshore Plaza Shpg. Ctr. 
Gainesville, GA 30501 
(404) 532-6582 BRUNSWICK 
doing’s jfrante ffiillerp 
Thompson Bridge Road 
Gainesville, GA 30501 
(404) 532-4269 
Fine Art And Quality 
Custom Framing 
Ponderosa Health Store 
On Ponderosa Ln. Off Price Rd. 

















ARCADIAN PROPERTIES, INC. 
P.O. Box 597 • Dahlonega, GA. 30533 • (404) 864-7879 
P.O. Box 355 • Dawsonville, GA. 30534 • (404) 265-6324 
P.O. Box 854 • Marietta, GA. 30061 • (404) 428-4751 
Mary’s Mini Mall 
The Gold Shop 
Golden Memories 
Jean’s Hallmark Shop 




Wagon Wheel Restaurant 
Ronnie & Bobbie 
Fashion Headquarters 
For Northeast Georgia 
Lakeshore Mall 
Sherwood Plaza 
GOLDEN INN MOTEL 
HIGHWAY 19 NORTH 
DAHLONEGA, GEORGIA 30533 
PHONE (404) 864-6191 





Lynda Fox, D.V.M. 
Ashley Gwaltney, A.H.T. 
Hwy 9 South 
Dahlonega, GA 
864-7191 247 
1 




